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Lending a helping hand

Haiti suffers
earthquake

The Caribbean nation of Haiti has experienced its strongest earthquake in
more than two hundred years this past
Tuesday. Many buildings collapsed and
panic ensued in the streets as dead bodies began to appear among the rubble.
The quake was a 7.0 on the Moment
earthquake scale, and at least 1.8 million people live within the affected area.
Humanitarian organizations trying to get
assistance to those in danger have had to
deal with dead phone lines and a general
lack of infrastructure. A risk management specialist at the World Bank noted
that Haiti’s weak government, and the
resulting lack of disaster preparedness
infrastructure, would make the country’s
recovery even more difficult.

Google China to
stop censoring
searches

From the Google blog: “[We] detected
a highly sophisticated and target[ed] attack...coming from China... a primary
goal of the attackers was accessing the
Gmail accounts of Chinese human rights
activists.” The post refrained from publicly blaming the Chinese government,
but Google seems to find some fault with
that government, since they have announced that they will no longer censor
search results as China requires. They are
also considering pulling out of the country completely. The company has been
heavily criticized in the past for yielding
to China’s strict censorship laws; civil liberties groups hailed the latest action as a
welcome change.

World’s
strongest man
dies in Brooklyn
Monday morning in New York this
week marked the death of Joe Rollino,
one of the world’s strongest men. Rollino
said to many people that he was simply
“born strong;” he retained his strength
throughout his life, and was still able to
bend quarters at age 104. Rollino was a
lifelong vegetarian who exercised regularly and refrained from drinking and
smoking. Rollino died after being hit by
a car as he crossed a street in Brooklyn;
the collision resulted in him breaking his
pelvis and several ribs, as well as causing
severe head trauma.

Tim Ekl / Rose Thorn

The Student Athlete Advisory Committee placed several plastic collection bins around
campus Tuesday to gather clothing and other supplies, which will be sent to Haiti to
help those affected by the recent magnitude 7.0 earthquake.
Tim Ekl
Photo Editor

W

ith an estimated 100,000 injured or dead and over 3 million affected by the recent
Haiti earthquake, there’s never been a better time for charitable aid to the Caribbean
country. And Rose-Hulman is doing its

part to help.
The Student Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC), a group representing student
athletes on campus, has launched a weekslong relief campaign to get clothing to
those affected by the quake. The concept is
simple: students donate any excess clothing they have, and it’s shipped straight to
charitable organizations in the affected

area to aid disaster victims.
“There are big plastic bins in the Union,
Apartments, Percopo, the Commons, and
the SRC. When people have clothes they
want to donate, just throw them in there
– we’ll take care of the rest,” Joe Salisbury,
junior software engineering major and
SAAC representative, said.
The SAAC’s drive had actually been launched well
before the quake struck
Haiti, but the recent catastrophe has simply
given the charitable movement greater impetus.
In addition to reaching
out to students on campus, the SAAC
has been contacting local citizens and
businesses in an attempt to obtain donations. Brenda Goble, women’s volleyball coach and SAAC advisor, spearheaded of those efforts.
“I can’t say how many people have
contacted me and told me they’re going
to bring stuff and drop it off at the SRC,”
Goble said. “We’ve got clothes stacked
up in the storage area in the SRC.”
Although the drive runs through the
end of next week, the SAAC has already
seen a huge positive response. One anonymous company in the Terre Haute area
has notably donated over 5,000 shirts to
the cause.
An initial concern for Goble and the
SAAC was finding a way to ship the collected items to Haiti – the SAAC has no
budget, and shipping costs to Haiti are
significantly higher than domestic prices
would be.
Goble finally found a solution Thursday
morning in the Cross Lane Community
Church, which sends regular missions and
supply shipments to Haiti.
“[A minister] has promised me that…
containers go over to Haiti on a regular
basis,” Goble said. “That has reassured me
we are definitely going to get this stuff to
Haiti.”

Frosty fun at Rose

Tim Ekl
Photo Editor

A

t least when there are eight
weeks of class in a row, there’s
hot chili to make up for it.
Rose-Hulman’s annual Winter Funfest took place this Wednesday, prominently featuring a widely anticipated
chili cook-off. This year, twelve entrants
in the cook-off created a variety of chilis,
from traditional to an unusual, creamy
“white chili.”
“I thought all of [the entries] were
great, really,” Tyler Masterson, graduate assistant in charge of the cook-off,
said. “It was a really interesting mix of a
lot of different styles of chili, which was
nice to see.”
The winning team, Cast Iron Chefs,

kept their first place position after a strong win in
last year’s cook-off. The
Chefs, a team composed
primarily of Aramark employees, won this year by
a tiny six-point margin,
in a race that saw entries
reach into the hundreds of
points.
In addition to the wide
variety of chili, the Funfest
also featured free iced cappuccinos, a knitting demonstration, and a doughnut tower. The graduate
assistants and Carey Treager-Huber, Assistant Dean
of Student Services, run
the Winter Funfest.

Continued on page 3...
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Students participate in the Funfest’s Chili Cookoff.
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Rose-doku

By Andrew Klusman

The Rose Thorn

Movie Quote of the Week

By Andrew Klusman

Instructions:
Solve the puzzle by filling in the blanks but be careful not to Instructions:
repeat the numbers (D, I, V, E, R, S, T, Y, W) vertically, hori- Solve the puzzle by deciphering the following quote and figure
out from which movie the quote is. Each letter represents a
zontally, or within the bold 3x3 sub-grid lines.
different letter in the alphabet.
T

W

E

V

V

R

D

I
S

T
T

V JQTLPL MVYQK STJQ MKZQG MS
_ ______ _____ ____ _____ __

W
Y

Y
W

Hint (Solution = Crypto):
A=V B=H C=J

T
E

MQLM CQ. Z VMQ UZL BZIQK RZMU
_ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

E
T

W

I

D
T

R

LSCQ EVIV HQVTL VTG V TZJQ.
____ ____ _____ ___ _ ____

E

V

V

E

W

I

JUZVTMZ.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.

Find the answers to all Rose Thorn puzzles at:
			

http://www.rose-hulman.edu/thorn

Classifieds
Apartments for rent
Now renting for 3rd quarter, summer, and next fall, efficiencies, studios, and one bedroom units at Sharp Flats
East, a student community located one light east of
RHIT (0.5 miles). Our efficiencies and studios include
all utilities. We have furnished and unfurnished units,
free WiFi, great maintenance, pet friendly, and delicious
Rollie’s Pizza on our grounds.
Check us out at sharpflats.com, or contact us for a tour at
sharpflats@gmail.com or (812) 877-1146.

Now Leasing
3 bedroom, 4 bedroom, houses, spacious
MUST SEE!
812-232-6977

Editorial Staff
Co-Editor in Chief
Co-Editor in Chief
News Editor
Entertainment Editor
Living Editor
Opinions Editor
Sports Editor
Humor Editor
Co-Copy Editor
Co-Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Layout Manager

United Campus Ministries Events

Roommates wanted to share nice 4 bedroom house.
Morning Meditation, each Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
Quiet neighborhood 4.5 miles southwest of campus, off
6:30 a.m. - 7:30 a.m.
Hulman Street. $350 per person and utilities. Call today Lunch in the Commons, Tuesdays, 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
(812) 591-3812.
in HMSU.
The Bible and Our Lives, Tuesdays, 5:30 p.m. Discussion
on the Bible today.
Table Talks, Wednesdays, 5:00 p.m. A good discussion
and a good meal.
Faculty & Friends Book Discussion Group, Fridays
8:00 a.m.
Worship, Sundays 5:00 p.m. for students and community.
House for rent
Exploring Scriptures by E-mail, send your e-mail
5 bedroom house for rent. 20 minutes from Rose cam- address to ucm@indstate.edu to receive this weekly
Bible reflection.
pus. On South Cullen Place. Asking $1,000/month but
am flexible depending on terms we determine. Rent
terms and durations are flexible. (618) 445-1640.

The Rose Thorn

Thorn Staff

Staff Writers
CM 5037, 5500 Wabash Ave.
Scott Gallmeier
Andrew Klusman
Terre Haute, IN 47803-3999
Noel Spurgeon
Phone:(812)877-8255
Ben Collins
Fax: (812)877-8166
Melissa Schwenk
E-mail: thorn@rose-hulman.edu
Christine Price
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/thorn
Alex Mullans
James Zhou
Clint Thompson “Working to keep the Rose-Hulman community informed
by providing an accurate and
Carly Baehr
dependable source for news and information.”
Tim Ekl
Cari Harper
The Rose Thorn is published on Fridays
Cartoonist
first through ninth week each quarter.

Administrative Staff
Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Webmaster
Advisor

Roommates wanted

Vacant
Vacant
Kurtis Zimmerman
Richard House

Eli Baca
Annie Bullock
Mitchell Ishmael
Matt Melton
Elliot Simon
Hobey Tam
Kurtis Zimmerman

Carly Baehr

Photographers Mike Reis
Matt Vargo

The Rose Thorn welcomes and encourages comments from its readers. We request that all letters to the editor be less than 600 words in length.
THE DEADLINE FOR CONTENT SUBMISSION IS 5 P.M. THREE DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION.
All content should be submitted to thorn@rose-hulman.edu or to the Rose Thorn Office (Hulman Memorial Union room 249).
The editors reserve the right to edit submissions for clarity, grammar, length, and factual errors. The editors reserve the right to accept content changes submitted after deadline.
All letters must contain the writer’s signature (electronic form is acceptable) and contact information (e-mail address and/or phone number).
The views expressed in the Rose Thorn are those of the original author and do not necessarily represent the views of the Rose Thorn staff or Rose-Hulman community.
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Other schools in the Heartland Collegiate Athletic Conference have their own SAAC-like
organizations, most of which are
running similar fundraising or relief efforts. In addition, local high
schools are jump-starting their
own clothing or funding drives.
The magnitude of the donations
has plesantly surprised Goble.
“It’s been amazing,” Goble said.
“Students and staff have been very
eager, even more so now that they
realize how needy the people of
Haiti are. It’s a reminder of how
willing our Rose-Hulman students, faculty, and staff are to donate.”
Because of the large-scale damage to Haitian infastructure, the
Red Cross and other local aid
organizations were largely overwhelmed in the first days after
the quake. In addition, the U.N.
focused most of their early efforts
on recovery missions for their own
peacekeeping and medical personnel. As a result, some organizations turned down aid offers from
local groups.
“Red Cross was unable to help
us at this time, which was unexpected,” Goble said. “[But] I think
we’ve found a couple good options
that are going to reassure everyone
that [the supplies are] actually going to reach the Haitian people.”

Greeks come together for
the greater good
Alex Mullans
Sports Editor
This Wednesday night’s basketball game marked the annual
reoccurance of Greek Night. The
event, sponsored by Alpha Tau
Omega, was held as a food drive
to benefit the local group Catholic Charities. Catholic Charities
director John Etling told the
Terre Haute Tribune-Star that
“donations to the food bank are
crucial in this post-holiday period, when need is still great and
freezing winter temperatures
bring people to request services
from local [aid] agencies.”
Greeks who wore their letters to the game got free pizza
courtesy of ATO; Greeks and
non-Greeks alike could bring
non-perishable food items and
participate in the raffle. Those
who forgot or didn’t want to
bring food items could buy raffle

tickets instead, the profits from
which went towards donations
to the food bank. Prizes from the
raffle ran the typical Rose spectrum of useful tech items, from
portable hard drives and GPS
units to Blu-Ray players and
digital cameras.
In addition to its philanthropic
benefits, event organizer Andrew
Meiers notes that Greek Night
is also intended to highlight the
Greek community. As he puts it,
“the night is a good chance for
us to do something good for our
community as well as show the
rest of Rose’s campus all the good
things that the Greek organizations do for our community.” Of
course, holding the event around
a home basketball game also gets
more fans to the game. Overall, the night seemed successful,
and ATO collected around 100
pounds of food, as well as about
$120 in donations.

Alex Mullans/ Rose Thorn

Members of the Rose-Hulman Greek community participate in
Wednesday’s Greek Night.
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The Best of the Decade, 2000-2009

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Best Game

Halo: Combat
Evolved
Call of Duty 4:
Modern Warfare
Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare 2
Halo 3
Portal

For top five choices, it really
isn’t hard to understand why these
games are here. Even in being relatively recent releases, the Modern
Warfare titles have reinvigorated
a once-considered stagnant franchise into a new powerhouse and a
new level of quality for first-person
shooters and the entertainment
factor of games overall. However,
the real top contender and rightfully deserving of its post as the
best is undoubtedly “Halo: Combat
Evolved.” Many people experienced
the Xbox version of the game, playing split-screen multiplayer, oblivious to the next games’ effect on the
idea of online console gaming. I,
however, experienced the shooter
on my PC, not having an Xbox.
Playing through the campaign, I
got to experience a real challenge in
a shooter I hadn’t had since I first
picked up “Goldeneye,” needing to
think in more strategic means than
simply running up and shooting

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Xbox 360
Wii
PS2
Dreamcast
PS3

enemies in the face because of
the superb AI. This was a game
of finesse and brutality at the
same time, enthralling me to
play for hours on end and playing through multiple times at
all the difficulties. As a PC player, I also got to experience the
Halo online multiplayer experience that everybody now can
enjoy on Xbox 360 and, quite
frankly, it’s still an awesome
experience, albeit with a much
smaller gaming community.
The Microsoft/Bungie projhttp://unsccorps.com/
ect didn’t halt with this single
You ever get locked in a room with
title and proceeded to produce three sticky grenades and a clip of pissubsequent Halo series titles, tol ammo with Hunters? Yeah...
albeit there is still some critical
differences in the experiences
in the subsequent games. “Halo 3” be the surprise game of the year.
did round off the top five but other “Portal” in a word seemed like filler
games such as “Halo: ODST,” “Halo for the “Orange Box” compilation,
Wars,” and “Halo 2” were far from but as people began to play it, they
the top ten list. “Halo 2” is still con- were surprised to find an innovasidered the weakest of the Master tive puzzle game that really pushed
Chief trilogy due to its unbalancing the gamer to think, “an I really do
of the weapons and general letdown that?” It really is a fantastic title
of expectations for this follow-up ti- that even as a stand-alone game is
tle. However, this franchise overall well worth its relatively cheap price
has left its mark on our generation tag. Valve has hinted that they will
and will more than likely be con- further the game concept in a more
sidered “the shooter” for years to fleshed out and longer game but
come. The final title to round off the that will have to wait for this new
top five list was what I’d consider to and starry-eyed decade.

Best Console

Console love has always been a
sense of pride for gamers and the
entertainment community; people
are normally divided into either the
general consumer, not caring specifically about the system they’re
using but the experience they enjoy
because of it, and the ever popular
console fanboy. This dreg of a human being wastes away on Internet
forums, looking for any chance to
give praise to their one true savior
system and how it’s superior to any
other system that has come before
or after it. This decade has especially been a heated one with Sony,
Microsoft, Nintendo, and Sega all
coming into the fray trying to sell
you the system you need. The decade experienced the transition
of three console generations, an
example of the timeline being the
transition from Playstation (now
PSOne) to Playstation 2 (PS2) and
most recently, the hardware-impressive Playstation 3 (PS3). This
transition was experienced primarily from the former three contenders with Sega dropping out of the
console market with its Dreamcast.
With each new console appearing,
the fanboys took up their mice and
clicked away, spamming hateful
doctrine against their heated adversaries of other fanboys. The fun fact
about this survey, though, was that
it wasn’t even close. The Xbox 360
took the lead early on in the voting
and never let up throughout the

tally. As a gaming platform,
there’s a large gaming library
that was established long before its competitors Wii and
PS3 came out with dozens of
high-end exclusive titles, a
very active, well maintained,
and inexpensive online community for both the gamer
and the entertainment fanatic, but the unbelievable bulk
number of Xbox 360s already
out in the community, it’s really the more logical decision
over the other generation conhttp://www.iact.ie
soles. In the follow-up posi- Whether it’s Netflix or sniping a Covtion, the Nintendo Wii takes a enant in “Halo,” the Xbox 360 provides
very surprising stand against fun and entetainment.
the conception that it is just a
novelty. With a lower price tag
nology market for 128-bit gaming.
than its competition, its assortment While not on par with the PS2 as
of fun, somewhat quirky games, a more encompassing entertainand the use of a new, innovative ment console, it still laid a lot of the
control scheme, the Wii is worthy groundwork for other systems to
of its title. The real surprise from follow. It contained innovative new
this ranking from here on though, ideas for what a peripheral, like a
is the two consoles standing heads memory card, could do in introducand shoulders above the struggling ing the Video Memory Unit (VMU),
PS3: the PS2 and the Sega Dream- showed off smooth new 3-D worlds
cast. The PS2 has definitely had an the likes of which the original Playexcellent run and in its early life, it station could never dream of, and,
set the standard for what a console in general, the fun feel of everything
should be. With DVD/CD playback, the system had to offer. When the
bulk data storage capabilities, In- system was discontinued and Sega
ternet connectivity, and an almost set out to distribute its games over
unfathomable number of games to the new generation of consoles, a
be played, even now it’s well worth tear was shed as a new era of war
the $100 price tag, especially due between Microsoft, Sony, and Ninto Sony’s stance on not including tendo began. My condolences go
backwards compatibility in the out to the PS3 owners reading this
PS3. The Sega Dreamcast, while a list; it’s hard to sit there and be
distant memory at this point, did schooled by a system released in
show its mettle at the beginning 1998 and discontinued in 2001. Oh
of the decade with its bulk of Sega well, at least you have “God of War
exclusive titles in an emerging tech- III.”

Written by Ben Collins

As is customary with the coming of a new
year, most media venues have opted to take
a moment and reflect at the past behind
then. Then, with a tear in their eye and a
song in their heart, they grab a note pad and
rank the past such that everybody could say
in reading that list that, “this was the good
stuff. Oh yeah.” That aside, most of the time
these best of the year lists come from people who are a little overly critical and rather
eager to pet somebody’s ego than really objectively say what was good and what was
bad. These same people have decided that
with the passing of the 2000’s, it is their
right to look beyond just judging what was
best with the year and now set their eyes on
a new span of time to grace their infinite decisiveness: the decade. Having read a few of
these lists, I’ve not been angry or up in arms,
but rather I’ve been disappointed at a few of
the picks; these were not albums I grew up

Entertainment Editor

with from ages twelve to twenty-two, these
are albums that have earned a place in the
heart of critics, but not the generation that
grew up listening to the music of the time.
Dramatic language aside, it comes down
to this basic question: what do we as the
people who experienced half of our lives in
the last decade think the best music of the
decade was? Why stop there, though, and
only ask about music? What about who the
best person of the decade was or even the
worst? What about the video games of the
decade that made us go crazy and ignore
the life around us for hours on end? These
are the questions I had laid before me and I
sought to have them answered by the Rose
community. This week, we’ve had surveys
collected from the student body and we’ve
asked your opinion on what is truly the best
and it is my pleasure to present to you your
results for Best of the Decade, 2000-2009.

WTV: What the Vote?
The staff comments

Gerard Butler. Ladies and gents… you forgot about the
man who brought you 300, Gamer, Rockin’ Rolla, Law
Abiding Citizen, The Ugly Truth and of course P.S. I
Love You. Come on now. Who can resist that sexy Irish
accent and bod to go with…
- Hobey Tam
Where is Billy Mayes in the best people of the decade?
His infomercials have brought happiness and laughter
into our hearts and homes. The man made something
from nothing. He was a pioneer in his field and remains
as one of America’s icons. I mean, who can top Billy
Mayes’s Hercules hooks? Or his mighty putty?
- Hobey Tam
Why are we all going to die? Three words. Chuck. Freaking. Norris. Ya’ll didn’t even vote for him. Now he’s going to roundhouse kick us.
- Hobey Tam

“Bad Romance” — When you’ve got a Facebook group
dedicated to your gibberish, you know this whole thing’s
gone too far.
- Noel Spurgeon
“Clocks” — And once again, the lead singer of Coldplay
can sound more like a girl than I do.
- Noel Spurgeon
“Baby One More Time” — I blame this song for EVERYTHING. EVERYTHING.
- Noel Spurgeon
Tiger Woods — REALLLLLY should have been more
like Derek Jeter.
- Matt Melton
Peyton Manning — Lazer rocket arm…check.
- Matt Melton

“I Got a Feeling” — I didn’t know the Black Eyed Peas
were Jewish.
- Noel Spurgeon

Kanye West — If it wasn’t Taylor Swift, it would have
been funny.
- Matt Melton

“The Internet is for Porn” — So that’s what ‘checking
your porfolio’ means.
- Noel Spurgeon

Sarah Palin — Never has a Miss State Runner-up been
so villified.
- Matt Melton

Kim Jong Il — Fear has never come in such a tiny, fashionably challenged package.
- Noel Spurgeon

Dark Knight — 2.5 hours of AWESOME
- Matt Melton

Carrie Prejean — Don’t be too hard on her, she can be
used as a flotation device in a plane crash.
- Noel Spurgeon

Best Album/Song

Best Album
1.
Fearless,
Taylor Swift
2.
American Idiot,
Green Day
3.
Stadium Arcadium,
Red Hot Chili
Peppers
4.
Discovery,
Daft Punk
5.
The Black Parade,
My Chemical
Romance

ty. Taylor Swift’s “Fearless,” while I Without acts like Daft Punk or Dirty
can honestly say I disagree it is the Vegas introducing a more pop-polalbum of the decade, is still an over- ished form of techno or electronica,
all very good album. With five sin- there wouldn’t have been the foungles off her first major album alone, dation for the more grandiose Eushe is definitely
ropean electronic
doing a fine job
music to begin
as an artist, and
seeping into our
I’d like to state
musical palette.
that I am glad
The last top alshe did receive
bum, “The Black
the honor of beParade,” is what
ing our top alI’d define as one
bum. “American
of the most guilty
Best Song
Idiot” was one of
emo pleasure al1.
Party in the USA,
the most prosbums of all time,
Miley Cyrus
perous
Green
alone the
http://www.amazon.com let
2.
Bad Romance,
Day albums of Yep. Song of the Decade. Happy decade. Simply
Lady Gaga
all time and had new decade. Let’s find some bet- put, for the genre
3.
Fireflies, Owl City
more
airtime ter use of our time.
that it represents
4.
Still Alive,
than any album
(it’s not alternaJonathan Coultan
I’ve ever experienced. While it’s tive, that’s a dirty, filthy lie) it’s re5.
Boom Boom Pow,
not the most inspirational album, ally good, dark, creepy album that
Black Eyed Peas
it has some of the most anthemic makes both slightly ashamed and
songs of our generation, all with slightly happy to be listening to it at
Having open voting on music is no more than four chords a piece. the same time.
always a difficult thing; unlike mov- “Stadium Arcadium,” the sprawling
As happy as I am with the album
ie releases, there are often dozens of two disc release from Red Hot Chili diversity, the song choices are a little
new albums and songs, etc. released Peppers, was definitely an album disappointing but it’s manageable
every week, with people being ex- I found a lot of affinity for when it to say that it’s slightly entertaining
posed to a constant stream of new came out. It wasn’t just Red Hot list. In what most likely is facetious
music on the radio or via Internet Chili Peppers, it was them bursting fluke but the result none the less,
browsing. That
at the seams with Miley Cyrus’s “Party in the U.S.A.”
being considered,
musical
prow- is the decided song of the decade.
a decade is a long
ess. Whether you Just laugh, that’s all I can do, too.
time to retain a
could get past Giving the song some merit, it is
favorite album or
the first CD or do very poppy and easy to listen to but
a favorite song(s),
what most people to say that it beats songs like “Best
so music tends
do and listen to of You,” “Crazy,” or “Single Ladies”
to be very much
both albums on is kind of laughable. It’s lesser, “Bad
spur of the morandom, it’s an Romance,” while also being very
ment or very
album that rocks overplayed, is still very good and,
temporary. Howyou and drives again, loses the honor of being on
ever, even with
you into a funky this list by being below Miley Cyrus.
http://www2.prnewswire.com/ frenzy. We all
these very cycliThe redeeming quality of this list’s
“Fearless” is Taylor Swift’s sec- remember “One collection is probably the inclusion
cal transitions
ond album and contains “Love More Time” as of the nerd hit, “Still Alive.” Considto new music,
Story” and “You Belong with Me.” Daft Punk’s ma- ering that this was the song linked
truly good music stands above
jor hit, some of us to the surprise game of the decade,
the rest and there is that playlist or falling in love with “Harder, Better, it makes me proud to say we’re that
album that still speaks to you on a Faster, Stronger,” etc., but the fact nerdy to include such a triumph
level you can’t understand.
of the matter is a lot of the songs we in the list. “Fireflies” and “Boom
The top albums list really dis- have come to enjoy from Daft Punk Boom Pow” are definitely addictive
plays this retention of what I would comes from “Discovery,” truly one enough to be on this list but really,
see as very diverse and good music, of the most groundbreaking elec- “I’m On a Boat.”
both chronologically and in hones- tronic music albums of the decade.

Best/Worst Person(s)

Still Alive — I love being a tool!
- Matt Melton
Fearless — Because it’s okay for a guy to like Taylor
Swift.
- Matt Melton

Photo Illustration by Tim Ekl
http://www.whitehouse.gov/

See how happy Obama is to be
Best Person of the Decade?

Osama bin Laden actually won Worst Person of the Decade, however,
in his acceptance of the honor, Kanye came to state that Kim Jog Il
was the worst person of the century. Just sayin’.
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Keeping your New Year’s resolutions
Kurtis Zimmerman
Webmaster
Another pass around the sun,
and all too soon 2010 is upon us.
As the end of the world approaches
with every drop of the ball in Times
Square, it may be hard to find time
for yourself or to look for ways to
improve, but most likely you have
a few quirks you would like to
work out, perhaps a habit or two
you would like to break during this
new year. Rather than resigning
your dreams to the realm of unfulfilled wishes, why not take the time
to really accomplish your goals?
There are a few ways you can help
yourself really change this year.
First of all, you have to set realistic goals, and plenty of them. While
having too many goals can certainly
be overwhelming, a fairly strict
timeline with small goals can help
to set a guide for achieving your
overarching goal. For instance,
if this year you wish to lose some
weight, set up a timeline including
how many pounds you would like
to have lost, or the time you would
like to go to the cardio room for a
quality workout. And while you
should make your deadlines realistic, try not to give yourself too much
time to lose focus. Start on your
goals immediately while the idea of
change is still fresh and exciting in

your head.
Another way to commit to a
change is to involve some of your
closest friends or family members.
While insulting your roommate
with fat jokes is not the nicest way
to ring in the new year, finding a
close band of gym buddies can
help you stay committed to your
goals; even sharing your timeline
with someone else who will constantly remind you of your plans
could be an annoying way to follow through with your intentions.
Elementary school teachers really know what they’re doing when
it comes to achieving goals. Those
shiny gold star stickers were more
than a way to decorate the walls:
they were incentive for us to reach
certain goals, like memorizing the
multiplication tables and vocabulary lists. Similarly, rewarding
yourself with appropriate gifts
is fantastic for prodding yourself
along your resolution timeline. A
nice weekend adventure or something new for your wardrobe to
match your new body helps make
the upcoming goals reachable.
The last major tip for making
sure you become the person you
would like to be this year lies completely with you. If you are making goals to change in 2010, clearly
you aren’t perfectly happy with
yourself in some aspects of your

Tim Ekl / Rose Thorn

The real life resolutions of the Living section editor. Not all of these are attainable, especially the part
about the GPA.
personality, physique, or mindset,
but try to remain positive as much
as possible. There will be times
when your goal seems difficult to
reach, when certain parts of your
timeline just can’t be achieved. Instead of being hard on yourself or
getting upset, sit down and rethink
how you are approaching your

Giving thanks: Always appropriate

Kurtis Zimmerman
Webmaster

The old adage says that “no
duty is more urgent than that
of returning thanks,” and as
often as we stroll through the
day without saying the simple
phrase, there is a certain truth
to that statement.
An
e-mail I received this
past
week
caused
me
to truly sit
down
and
think about
the phrase,
about
its
meaning and
its loss of use
over
time.
“Thank you”
is so easy
to say, so
commonly
known, yet too often we forget
to extend our gratitude to those
whose greatest joy would be to
hear it.
Earlier this week I received
a kind e-mail, a slew of thanks
and appreciations; and though
sent to many members of my
immediate and extended family, it felt even more personal.
The e-mail was from my greatuncle who took the time to
thank those in his life for the
consideration they had given
him, for the time they had put
in to helping him with any of
his numerous projects and
countless ideas. He took the
time to thank all of us for being his friend, even though I
had only spoken to him a few
times. Here’s the kicker: he
passed away a few weeks ago.
Imagine my shock upon receiving the posthumous message; I wiped my eyes to be
sure I was reading the sender’s

“

name correctly. As I delved
into the words splashed across
my computer screen, I realized
the profundity of this e-mail.
Not only was my great-uncle a
gracious, kind man while alive,
he also took the time to give us
the joy of knowing that we were
a part of his life, that we meant
something to
him, after he
had passed
away. Now,
of
course
someone else
had to actually send the
e-mail on his
behalf, but
before dying,
because he
knew the day
was swiftly
approaching, he took
the time to
forget about
his pain, not worry about what
the nurses were checking, to
sit down and
write a letter
of thanks to
his family.
My
mind
began to wander, as it does
often, and I
thought about
how thankful
we truly are.
Of course, we
have a day set
aside for saying our thanks,
for announcing what we
truly appreciate, but is one
day enough? Sure, major blessings may come but a few times
a year, if that, but the fact of the
matter is that there is so much
for which to be thankful, from the
freedoms we abuse down to the

“Thank you” is
so easy to say,
so
commonly
known, yet too
often we forget
to extend our
gratitude...

”

“

school at which we study, socialize, and live.
But how many times do you
say “thank you” for what you are
given, for the help bestowed upon
you, for the time spent on a task?
In middle school, my classmates
and I, wide-eyed and fresh out of
fifth grade, watched as one of our
teachers stepped onto his proverbial soap box. “When you walk
into that cafeteria line, you will
say ‘please’ and ‘thank you.’ There
is no punishment for not doing
so, but the benefit is very great.”
Back then, I was just hungry; I
wanted a pizza pocket and some
fries. My throat was burning with
thirst and I just wanted to hurry
through the line, but as I said
those two very powerful words, I
realized what they truly meant. I
saw the faces of the cooks light up,
and it made me happy that they
were happy and proud of what
they had provided for us all.
We exclaim our appreciation
upon receiving gifts, be it a favorable compliment or a new car.
Sometimes,
though, we
miss our opportunity to
thank someone for holding the door
or to pass on
our gratitude
to the faculty and staff
here at RoseHulman.
Refrain from
overusing
the phrase,
but
realize
that a proper
“thank you”
can brighten someone’s day;
helping someone with a complicated task or picking up a
dropped item are good deeds,
but simply saying “thank you” is
a great deed.

We often miss
our opportunity
to thank someone
for holding the
door or to pass
on our gratitude
to the faculty and
staff.

”

resolution. Do you have too many
goals? Is your timeline much too
strict? Reworking some of your
deadlines can make your outlook
much brighter.
Statistics show that less than
half of resolution-setters even
make it past six months with
their goals, and with homework

aplenty and social functions to
discourage working on changing
yourself, it can be hard to make
it past the first week (only threefourths typically manage that).
But keeping your head high and
staying practical can make 2010
the year for change rather than
another year of disappointment.

Midwestern hospitality
Mitchell Ishmael
Staff Writer
People always talk about southern hospitality or the southern
gentleman. I’ve found that when
I’m outside the “south,” people almost always consider southern and
friendly to be synonymous. They
aren’t wrong, either; I’m from Tennessee, and I know my fair share of
very nice people. My friends in high
school were all great people, and
I have memories that I will never
forget with them. However, none of
my high school
friends were really ever eager
to help me out
when I was in
a time of need.
That is not the
case here at
school at all. I
have found over
my three years
at Rose that
people
from
the
Midwest
are amazingly
generous and
humble people. All of my friends
here are eager to lend a hand or an
ear to any of my problems.
Never have I met so many people
willing to give you the shirt off their
back. Every friend that I have here
cares so much about my well-being
that I cannot cease to be amazed.
Not just my friends either—the
families that I have met through
soccer have always been so kind to
me and treated me as one of their

“

own since my parents are too far
away to go to many of my games.
They have opened their hearts and
homes to me.
And even though I complain
about Rose being in Terre Haute all
the time, I couldn’t be happier that
I go to school in the Midwest, even
when the winter brings a few rough
months at Rose. The cold followed
by the snow followed by the slush
followed by the gray. If you have
lived here for a winter, you know
what I mean: the snow turns gray so
that it matches the sky. Gray is the
official winter
color of Terre
Haute.
Then
there is the
insurmountable
number
of weeks that
we face before
break,
which
brings
stress
and tiredness.
Honestly,
it
is a blessing
that Rose is in
the Midwest,
because
my
friends act as my primary support
net throughout the next few weeks.
When I was deciding what college to go to three years ago, I
wanted to get away from the south
and get a new experience. Not to
be sentimental, but I couldn’t be
happier that I picked Rose. Not for
the academics, not for the athletics, not for the clubs, not for job
placement, but for the friends that
I have made.

All of my
friends here are
eager to lend a
hand or an ear
to any of my
problems.

”

Living section to do list:

• Finish thank you notes
• Iron my suit
• Clean out the fridge
• Write an article and send it to
living@rose-hulman.edu
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Final seconds Swimming takes Monmouth
cost men’s b-ball
Rose-Hulman News

The Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology men’s and women’s
swimming teams combined for
18 event victories to lead the
team effort on Friday night at
Monmouth College.
The effort led the men to a
178.5-67.5 victory over the Scots,
while Monmouth defeated RoseHulman 119-99 in the women’s
duel.
Three swimmers led the men’s
effort with two event victories
and a third win as part of the
200-medley relay team.
Senior Brian Yount (Bloomington, Ill.) captured top honors
in the 50-freestyle (23.45) and
100-freestyle (52.41).
Senior Clayton Shotwell (Arcadia/ Hamilton Heights) added a
sweep of the 100-yard (1:05.84)
and
200-yard
breaststroke
events (2:26.39). Freshman Matt
Ross (West Lafayette/Harrison)

contributed wins in the 200-butterfly (2:01.74) and the 200-individual medley (2:05.78).
Ross, Shotwell and Yount combined with sophomore Ben Sollman (North Vernon/Jennings
County) for a 200-medley relay
win in a time of 1:44.27. Sollman
added an individual title in the
100-backstroke in 58.81 seconds.
Freshman Alex Krull (Wildwood, Mo./Lafayette) contributed a pair of victories to the men’s
effort. Krull won the 200-freestyle in 1:51.06 and claimed the
200-backstroke in 2:05.60.
Other men’s winners included
senior Landry Carbo (Lafayette, La./Episcopal of Acadiana)
in the 100-butterfly in 57.50
seconds, and freshman Jacob
Sheets (Plainfield/Avon) in the
1,000-freestyle in 10:35.08.
The women’s squad provided
tight competition and six event
victories to make the host Scots
earn the victory.
Freshman

Shannon Cunnien (Brooklyn
Park, Minn./Benilde St. Margaret’s) topped the individual
performances with wins in the
200-freestyle
(2:06.71)
and
200-individual medley (2:25.71).
Senior Deb Aleksa (Glendale,
Ariz./Dear Valley) added a victory in the 500-freestyle in a time
of 5:44.98, and senior Stephanie Hance (Noblesville) won the
100-backstroke in 1:07.36 to provide depth.
Other women’s winners included junior Katie Trella (Des
Plaines, Ill./Maine Township)
in the 1,000-freestyle (11:48.84)
and freshman Corey Smith (Auburn, Wash./Auburn Mountainview) in the 100-freestyle
(1:00.37).
Rose-Hulman returns to action
with a home matchup against
Transylvania University at 1 p.m.
on Jan. 16. The Engineers will
also host the Butler University
women’s squad on the 16th.

Engineer Scoreboard
Swimming and Diving

December 4-5
Rose-Hulman				
at Monmouth College 		

Men’s Basketball
6-9 (1-3 HCAC)
Rose-Hulman News

Freshman Nate Gissentanner nails a shot vs. Anderson University.
Rose-Hulman News
No. 14 ranked Anderson University extended its winning
streak to 11 games and held off a
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology charge to top the Engineers 68-65 in men’s basketball
action on Wednesday night at
Hulbert Arena.
Anderson gained a six-point
lead at 60-54 with 7:23 left, before Rose-Hulman closed to
within three points at 61-58 on a
basket by freshman Jon Gerken
(Defiance, Ohio/Tinora) and 6360 at the 5:02 mark on a score
by sophomore Spencer Harlan
(Terre Haute/South).
Anderson regained a 65-60
advantage on two free throws by
Andrew Jones at the 3:45 mark,
but a conventional three-point
play from sophomore Blake
Knotts (Louisville, Ky./Christian) brought Rose-Hulman
within 65-63 at the 3:10 mark.
Andrew Bowman scored in the
lane to increase the Anderson
edge to 67-63 with 1:49 left, but
two free throws from junior Jason Haslag (Linn, Mo./Helias Interparrish) made the score 67-65
with 1:14 left.
Anderson held on to the twopoint play with two defensive
stops in the final minute, before
Jones hit the first of two free
throws to give the Ravens a 6865 lead with 3.8 seconds left. He
missed the second free throw,
and Rose-Hulman quickly called
a pair of timeouts to advance the
ball into the frontcourt with 2.3
seconds remaining.
Haslag had an opportunity to
force overtime, but his 21-foot
three-pointer from the right

baseline bounced high in the air
off the rim and just long as the
Ravens held on to move to 14-1
overall.
Haslag scored a career-high 23
points on 9-16 from the field to
lead the Rose-Hulman offense.
Knotts reached double figures
with 12 points and Harlan recorded his second career doubledouble with 10 points and 10 rebounds for the balanced Fightin’
Engineer attack.
Bowman paced Anderson with
17 points. Brock Morrison and
Ty Riddle also reached double
figures with 14 and 12 points, respectively.
Other key contributors to the
Rose-Hulman effort included
freshman Brenton Balsbaugh
(Greenville, Ohio/Arcanum) with
six points and eight rebounds;
senior Jeff McCartney (Wooster,
Ohio/Triway) with six points and
four rebounds; and Gerken with
four points and four assists.
Anderson shot 65% from the
field in the second half and RoseHulman shot exactly 50% in each
stanza in the tightly contested
matchup. The Engineers held a
28-25 lead at the break.
The contest was also RoseHulman’s annual Greek Night
men’s basketball game to support the Terre Haute Catholic
Charities Food Bank. The Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity sponsored
the event, collecting canned
goods and financial donations for
the effort.
Rose-Hulman dropped to 6-9
overall and 2-4 in league play,
while Anderson stands 14-1 and
6-0 in conference games. The
Engineers host Mount St. Joseph
on Saturday.

Men 1st
Women 2nd

Women’s Basketball
1-13 (1-3 HCAC)

January 9
Rose-Hulman
		
vs. Bluffton College			

68
60

January 9
Rose-Hulman			
vs. Bluffton College		

43
56

January 13
Rose-Hulman
		
vs. Anderson University		

65
68

January 13
Rose-Hulman			
at Anderson University		

25
60

Tennis player ranked No.
9 nationwide

Rose-Hulman News

Sam Danesis, senior, returns a serve. Danesis finished her career a perfect 46-0 in HCAC singles play.

Rose-Hulman News
Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology senior Sam Danesis
(Akron, Ohio/ Revere) has been
ranked No. 9 in singles play
within the NCAA Division III
Central Region by the Intercollegiate Tennis Association.
Danesis enters the spring season with a career record of 7413 at Rose-Hulman and a school
record winning percentage vof
.850. Her efforts also include
a doubles record of 67-15 for an
.817 winning percentage.
Danesis holds career school
records for singles, doubles and
total (141) wins; single-season
victories in both singles and
doubles play; and has helped the
team achieve school records for
singles and doubles wins during
her Fightin’ Engineer career.
This season, Danesis stands
18-2 in singles play and 16-3 in
doubles play through the fall
season. She became the first female student-athlete in school
history to earn four Conference
Player of the Year awards during
her playing career.
In addition, Danesis completed her career with a perfect
singles record of 46-0 against
Heartland Collegiate Athletic
Conference competition.
With the ranking, Danesis
will receive consideration for
the individual NCAA Division
III Tournament field when the
brackets are released in May.
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The only front page in the world starring a fashion tragedy
Ugh, Uggs
Wacky prof quotes

Noël Spurgeon
Fishy Fashionista
Terre Haute - In a groundbreaking move regarded as highly
controversial by lawmakers and
trendsetters alike, the city of
Herre Taute has voted to ban the
wearing of Uggs and miniskirts.
The ban, which becomes effective
immediately, is being presented
as a way to prevent unnecessary
injury in the often-treacherous
Indiana winter.
“It’s really a safety measure,”
said the new Chief of Fashion
Police Sgt. Ralph Lauren. “It’s
not just a fashion crime, it’s a
health hazard. We can’t continue
to spend valuable taxpayer dollars pulling seasonally-confused
teenagers out of snowbanks... although if it were me, death from
hypothermia would be preferable
to having to explain that combination.”
Those who wear the banned
combination, however, defend the
practice as a valid lifestyle choice
that should not be encroached
upon by the law. Says local
teenager Tiffani Brown: “Like,
y’know, winter shouldn’t be a
reason I can’t wear cute clothes,

right? But like, my feet get cold
with the, like, snow and stuff...
and you can’t seriously expect me
to show up to a JoBros concert in
pants. Like, oh em gee.”
Even some who disagree with
the trend think that the approach
is a bit overboard. The Thorn
spoke to Karen Higgins, president of the Terre Haute chapter
of Fashion Victims Anonymous,
about the new regulation.
“We all make stupid decisions
when we’re young,” said Ms. Higgins. “Some decades it’s parachute pants, others it’s excessive
fringe... the point is, what these
girls need isn’t harsh regulation.
The only thing that will help them
is support and caring... and that’s
what Fashion Victims Anonymous is trying to do. In fact,
we’ve recently started a collection
of pants and shoes to donate to
these poor, confused girls.”
Despite the lukewarm reaction from the community, the
Terre Haute Fashion Police vow
to soldier onward. To quote Sgt.
Lauren: “Next, we’re planning
to tackle the scourge of mullets
and camouflage... there are some
things that are just too important
to ignore.”

Top “10” Ten
Rules of Bathroom Etiquette

Matt Melton
Toilet Humorist
10. Girls: Just because we’re
friends does not mean I want
you to take the stall next to me.
Guys: Because we’re friends, I
don’t want you to take the urinal
next to me.
9. Girls: Just because we carried
a conversation into the bathroom
does not mean we should continue it into the stalls. Wait for
the sink! (We’ll spend more time
there anyways!)

www.wilkinsonplus.com

8. Both: The sink is not like your bathroom sink at home. If someone
is behind you, speed it up!
7. Both: One space minimum between stalls and urinals if capacity is
not maxed. Male exception: the one space rule is negated if dividers
between the urinals are large enough to block the view of anyone next
to you.
6. Both: Don’t be the guy/girl that takes the middle stall/urinal. They
are the worst kind of person. Ever.

“It’s the swine flu; I’ve been
slumming with too many
hogs!”
— Dr. Inlow, soon to be
starring in the new musical, “Slumhog Millionaire”.
“You can’t swing a cat in a
lab without hitting a chromium oxide.”
— Dr. Morris, investigating the affects of high velocity felines on chemical
reactions.
“Just let me get out of here
with my liver, or my
kidney.”
— Dr. McClellan. Alright,
if you were to accidently
find Dr. McClellan’s other
kidney, please drop it off
at his house, no questions
asked.
www.laist.com

This image has been scientifically proven to induce more rage than the
collective actions/inactions of the last 25 sessions of Congress.

The usage of block quotations
James Zhou

Zames Jhou

Professional Fall Guy
Ever since I began writing
newspaper articles, I have felt that
block quotes have been overused.
More and more frequently, block
quotes are used in an effort to fill
space, space that would have been
better used for actual, meaningful content. In a few particularly
egregious cases, they are
completely unrelated to
the actual column... hey,
what the hell?! Is that...
is that a block quote in
my beloved column? Begone! Begone, accursed
block quote, to the darkest depth of hell, to toil
amongst the betrayers
and the politicans! May
my eyes never again see
the likes of your kind.

Professional Strawman
My opponent does not know
what he is talking about. Block
quotations can often be used to
enhance the content already present, showcasing particularly interesting or noteworthy quotations
that attract the reader’s attention.
For example, sex!

“

D

Sex!

Horrible rumor of the week

”

id you know that that Lady Gaga is actually a man and
that she knocked up Miley Cyrus, who is eloping with
Kanye West, a gay fish?

“The length of a giraffe’s
neck isn’t related to food,
but to its use as a club.”
— Dr. Ingram, on the
hilariously violent world
of giraffes.
“This thing was prone to
clogging, in the sense of
putting on your wooden
shoes and having a hoedown.”
— Dr. Morris, on how
even pipes were having
more fun than you are.
“Gantt was a mechanical
engineer. Poor guy.”
— Dr. Hanson. I think he
got driven screwy under
pressure against a Rockwell HRA material.
“There’s enough UV in sunlight to break a carboncarbon bond, and I’m
made of carbon-carbon
bonds, so I’m not going to
risk it.”
— Dr. Stienstra, explaining why engineers and
scientists rarely venture
outside.

Rose professors are known
for saying wacky things,
so write them down and
send them in to flipside@
rose-hulman.edu

5. Both: When choosing what urinal/stall to use, always pick to create optimal utilization. For example, if there are five stalls, pick an odd
numbered stall, not an even one. If there is a person (one who does not
follow the etiquette) at urinal # 4, pick urinal #1, not #2.
4. Guys: Talking at the urinals is permitted, but looking sideways is
strongly discouraged, as well as any head turning whatsoever. In the
event eye contact occurs while at the urinals, all talking must cease immediately.
3. Guys: Using the stalls to prevent violation of the one space rule is a
generally accepted and potentially honorable maneuver. Just put the
seat up!
2. Both: Flush the !@#$%^ toilet!
1. Guys: The little urinals, for reasons most men just know and most
women will never understand, are never part of optimal utilization.
Here at the Flipside, we’re all about outside interference.
Story ideas, constructive criticism, legal concerns, destructive criticism, free food...Whatever it is, please, by all means,
e-mail it to us here at flipside@rose-hulman.edu Thank you!
Carly Baehr - Double majoring in coffee and bad puns.
This is the Flipside disclaimer, where I, your esteemed and possibly sane editor, disown this week’s issue. If some of this offends you, we don’t care. All unattributed content was written by James Zhou. The stuff that appears on this page does not represent the opinions
of the Rose Thorn, Rose-Hulman, the people who wrote them, or of anyone in this or any other universe. This week’s Thorn office qoutes: “He lets his participles dangle all the time, he has no shame.” “For beer, I will actually do work.” “Arbitrary paragraphs, assemble!”

